
of school and getting ideas from the surrounding"

in uppsala spending my days at the library or walking waiting for him to get off 

ideas also later traveling to stockholm for a speech and then staying with august 

14146: "in the netherlands roaming around our village with little livia getting 

getting inspired by the urban scene particularly in the dirty south of town"

exploring  the  zoo  getting  animal  related  associations  but  also  back  in  berlin 

14145:  "ideas  got  while  in  berlin  with  my  family  roaming  around  the  city  and 

rain"

with much humidity and fog yet still trying to go out for walks despite also the 

livia the ice formation in ditches and towards the end experiencing a lot of cold 

still  some  very  solar  and  cold  ones  walking  around  with  my  family  and  showing 

16143: "beginning of the winter here in the netherlands with many gray days but 

crossing the city with silvester in the stroller and much cold out"

the kids were visiting friends and walking also in breda despite the bad weather 

gouda and utrecht also managing to take a walk alone in amsterdam while myrthe and 

walking with one or the other kid and also talking walks in many dutch cities like 

05143: "taking several walks in culemborg now with myrthe and the kids or alone 

epidemic"

violence  in  mexico  but  also  casualties  caused  by  attacks  and  protests  and  one 

many casualties from all around the world with quite some crashes and a rise of 

12184:  "reading   the   news  regularly  while  in   the   netherlands   and   finding   quite 

traveling through his house in germany"

with   my   parents   to   later   meet   my   friend   florian   new   young   girlfriend   whil 

stepfather how to row the gondola as well as meeting a rich couple at the mass 

friend  on  the  way  to  amsterdam  and  in  venice  meeting  the  old  man  teaching  my 

off  her  mortage  and  also  meeting  a  scary  finnish  boxer  on  the  plane  with  his 

room i rented from a brazilian woman working day and night as a bus driver to pay 

10140: "folk met while in sweden renting rooms from people apartment such as the 

exclusively on my kids and the content of my work while up north"

making  myself  totally  poor  yet  to  some  extend  also  happy  to  be  able  to  focus 

municipality wants me now to get all sort of expensive expertises for the tebah 

until  at  last  getting  a  cold  shower  from  the  architect  saying  that  the  schio 

how to go about with my textures for the tebah and thinking constantly about it 

especially livia growing into a cute little girl only feeling rather frustrated on 

04129: " a lovely period spent in the netherlands with my small kids and with 

differentiate in the post-editing the orange surface and the red surface"

middle fixing it now with a larger gray surface to the side yet being unable to 

lighting  and  perhaps  finding  the  actual  scribble  a  little  too  crimped  in  the 

07192:  "painting   executed   in   the   attic   of   our   dutch   house   still   with   little 



young tourist met on my way to lido with my parents"

the  train  and  an  american  artist  drawing  in  the  venice  giardini  and  a  chinese 

and some of my best friend francesco's friends but also two art students i met on 

10141: "folk met while in italy like an african refugee i helped with some money 

clouds during my time commuting and while visiting amsterdam with her"

some  clouds  but  also  spending  times  in  the  netherlands  with  myrthe  observing 

17108: "still spending time in the mountains mostly hiking and observing quite 

read the headlines of several newspaper with several shooting events occuring"

at an art in residency in hamburg but this time finding out casualties having to 

12185: "checking the news very regularly while both in the netherlands but also 

quite much there filming the new part of town and along the harbour"

still  filming  quite  a  lot  in  culemborg  before  traveling  to  hamburg  and  walking 

and later in amsterdam walking around waiting for myrthe to meet her friends and 

carrier bag to make him sleep and only shortly recording a few movies in rotterdam 

13195:  "recording   movies   now   even   at   night   walking   out   with   silvester   in   the 

and in general the danger of ideologies"

thoughts and thinking in particular about the dreadful carpet bombing of the city 

friend  of  a  friend  and  walking  extensively  through  the  city  recording  a  lot  of 

getting to go without the family to hamburg for a meeting with a film director 

09116: "recording my thoughts walking alone with the kids in culemborg but then 

from all the evil its greediness generated"

much trouble and later letting it float in to space searching for a distraction 

whole  story  on  these  birds  stealing  instinct  eventually  causing  the  protagonist 

08115:  "fable   inspired   by   watching   a   documentary   on   skuas   and   now   basing   the 

composition with different forces emerging from different sides"

there   the   shapes   and   colours   to   apply   resulting   in   quite   a   satisfactory 

more of the vertical space than the previous paintings and later reasoning from 

07193: "painting executed now trying to make a broader and fast scribble taking 

walking"

getting some good reflections also based on the visual elements i experience while 

traffic  noise  to  cover  my  voice  from  people  possibly  hearing  me  and  at  times 

thoughts both around our dutch village or in breda crossing the city and using the 

and recording my thoughts or myself walking alone with silvester and recording my 

09115: "taking many walks at times distancing myrthe walking with baby silvester 


